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ing for lower playback latencies. Download and
streaming represent two extremes in video
delivery. Figures 3a and 3b depict the traffic
patterns for these two schemes. Hybrid schemes
offer a compromise between download and
streaming, as depicted in Figs. 3c and 3d.

DOWNLOAD AND PLAY
Though numerous protocol options exist for
downloading video files on desktop platforms,
the most common protocol used in practice,
especially for mobile platforms, is HTTP. The
basic as-fast-as-possible delivery of HTTP was
designed for delivering small amounts of data
with minimal latency. Video files, however, tend
to be much larger than HTML pages. HTTP is
built upon TCP to ensure data integrity. For
video, data integrity ensures that the intended
picture quality is achieved, given timely delivery
of data. In modern desktop environments, where
broadband connections are typical, packet loss is
relatively rare and bandwidth is relatively plenti-
ful. But, in lossy, congested, high latency, low
bandwidth 2G cellular networks, the relatively
high number of high latency retransmissions
required to support data integrity can disrupt
playback continuity. The greedy delivery traffic
pattern may also cause undue congestion due to
premature delivery of data. In cases where the
user access pattern involves partial viewing,
bandwidth may be wasted if not all of the down-
loaded data is rendered [2]. Nonetheless, the
primary advantage of HTTP is its ubiquity. The
omnipresence of Web browsers in both desktop
and mobile devices, the wide acceptance of
HTTP for firewall traversal, the interchangeabili-
ty of stateless HTTP servers, and the existing
CDN data hosting and delivery infrastructures,
make HTTP the de facto choice for most types
of data delivery, including video.

STREAMING

Unlike download, streaming relies on just-in-
time data delivery with just-in-time rendering.
Though many proprietary streaming protocols
exist, the most common standardized protocol
is RTSP. RTSP is a control protocol that uses
the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) to
deliver individual video frames over unreliable
UDP transport. Just-in-time delivery uses less
instantaneous bandwidth than as-fast-as-possi-
ble delivery and typically requires less client
buffer space to be reserved. Spreading out
bandwidth usage over time can help prevent
congestion, assuming the delivery rate does
not exceed the avai lable bandwidth.  This
paced delivery can also prevent unnecessary
bandwidth usage when user access patterns
include random seeks or incomplete viewing.
The real-time nature of streaming also makes
it suitable for delivering live video. Though
streaming is  more bandwidth eff ic ient ,
because frames arrive at  the last  possible
moment, there is no time for retransmits. As
such, there is no advantage to using a reliable
transport like TCP. UDP provides “graceful”
degradation of picture quality with minimal
playback stoppages; as individual frames are
lost, pixelation or rendering distortions will be
noticeable to the user. Frame-based delivery
allows for intelligent dropping of frames (e.g.,
non-key frames, or frames from low motion
scenes) [3], but this requires an intelligent
network that knows which frames to drop.
This  level  of  intel l igence is  not  general ly
found in the Internet today.  Frame-based
delivery combined with feedback from the
Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)
can also be used to implement dynamic video
bitrate adaptation [4].

Figure 2. Mobile video delivery network.
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Transcoding services are often implemented
as “Software as a Service” (SaaS) and deployed
in a compute cloud, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Because transcoding is a computationally inten-
sive operation, it is typically only performed
once, but needs to be performed quickly, to min-
imize distribution latency. Compute clouds offer
large quantities of computational resources and
bandwidth on demand. Using compute cloud
resources is typically cheaper than maintaining
dedicated servers and network connections for
low frequency operations like transcoding. This
provides content providers with incentives to use
one-time transcoding services to produce static
files for HTTP delivery. Though dynamic (on-
demand) transcoding solutions offer greater flex-
ibility [1], they are currently not a cost-effective
solution.

MOBILE VIDEO DELIVERY SERVERS
In order to meet the challenges of Internet-
scale delivery, content delivery networks
(CDNs) are typically employed by content pro-
viders. Managing a global network of data cen-
ters requires significant resources. CDNs take
advantage of economies of scale to more effi-
ciently deliver content. Once transcoding is
complete, transcoded files are uploaded to the
CDN and replicated to the thousands of edge
caches for delivery to end users. CDNs may
provide an origin server for uploading content
to, or may pull from a content provider’s origin
server and then manage the distribution to
their edge servers. CDNs rely on distributed
cache hierarchies for efficient synchronization
of content. Delivery of relatively static content,
via the simple and ubiquitous HTTP protocol,
provides the most cost-effective solution for
CDNs. Stable content requires less synchroniza-
tion and less bandwidth, while optimized HTTP
servers can handle extremely high load. Special-
ty streaming servers typically support fewer
concurrent sessions due to CPU-intensive video
processing, require specially trained support
staff, and may incur licensing fees from the

technology vendor. Strictly HTTP-based solu-
tions limit operational expenses and allow the
CDNs to pass cost savings on to their customers
(i.e., the content providers).

Through DNS proximity and load balancing,
CDNs attempt to ensure that end users are
directed to the optimal edge server for high
quality delivery. This works well for desktop
users, as Web browsers can directly access the
CDN content. The final stage of delivery from
CDN to mobile client, however, must also tra-
verse the mobile operator infrastructure. Mobile
operators typically maintain a large private net-
work that connects cell towers to the Internet
through a series of gateways, across the mobile
backhaul. All requests for media must go
through a carrier gateway before crossing the
public Internet to the CDN. The gateway obfus-
cates the actual mobile device location, invali-
dating any proximity-based delivery path
optimizations. This, combined with the sparse
coverage, over-subscription, and limited aggre-
gate bandwidth of carrier networks, make for a
challenging environment.

Figure 1 and Fig. 2 show some of the many
parties involved in making modern video deliv-
ery possible. Many of the partner categories
shown in Fig. 1 may consist of multiple actual
vendors (e.g., multiple advertisers and ad traf-
fickers to maximize sponsorship and remnant
revenues, and multiple mobile app developers
and transcoding services, one for each mobile
platform). The logistical cost of employing and
managing such a large network of partners cur-
rently limits the financial viability of mobile
video delivery, though content providers remain
committed to delivering video to the third
screen. Simplifying cross-platform delivery for
mobile devices will help content providers pare
down the number of partners on which they
rely, lowering operational expenses. The key
components of this consolidation are delivery
protocol and file format. A single delivery pro-
tocol will simplify CDN integration. A single file
format will simplify pre-transcoding require-
ments. Combining both with deterministic quali-
ty guarantees will help foster organic growth in
the ecosystem. The following sections detail the
evolution in mobile video delivery paradigms
currently underway.

MOBILE VIDEO DELIVERY METHODS
Early mobile video players had two basic
options for video retrieval: download using the
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or
streaming via the Real Time Streaming Proto-
col (RTSP). Initially HTTP was only used for
download and play where the entire file had to
be downloaded before playback could com-
mence; progressive download, which allowed
rendering while downloading, came later. Due
to bandwidth limitations, downloading prior to
and playing incurred significant latency. Conse-
quently, downloaded videos tended to be short-
er and of low quality to reduce file sizes and
shorten download times. This also encouraged
adoption of RTSP by many mobile devices,
since RTSP requires very little data to be
buffered before playback can commence, allow-

Figure 1. Video delivery ecosystem.
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Video Representation
‣Video is Compressed using Differential Encodings: 
- key frames: full raster images 

- in-between frames: small changes to key frames 
 

‣MPEG Groups of Pictures (GOPs) 
- I frames: independent key frames 

- P frames: changes relative to the closest prior reference (I or P) 
frames 

- B frames: changes relative to the closest prior and/or future 
reference (I or P) frames

I IP P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P ...



Video Delivery
‣Streaming (RTSP/RTP) 
- unreliable (UDP) transport, server-side pacing 

‣Straight Download (HTTP) 
- reliable  (TCP) transport, no pacing 

‣Segmented Delivery (HTTP Progressive Download) 
- reliable  (TCP) transport, client-side pacing, using Range GETs 

or segment files 

- reliable  (TCP) transport, server-side pacing
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Video Delivery Methods
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Video Metrics
‣Playback Latency: initial buffer fill time 

‣Time Shift Latency: difference from real-time 

‣Playback Artifacts (Pixelation): missed deadlines 
- late/lost  in-between frames 

- late/lost key frames 

‣Playback Stoppages: buffer under-runs 
- excessive unreliable transport loss/lateness 

- excessive reliable transport retransmission delay


